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cc g p )f Juzy 20, 1967 
STA'mMniT OF SENA'IDR MIKE MAMSP'IELD (D., l«lt'l'ABA) 
It is ley' privilege at this tt.me to have the honor to introduce 
Dr. Michael E. DeBakey, vho 1n turn v1ll introduce h1s colleagues for briet 
remarks. 
Dr. DeBakey is--as we all know--one of the nation's outstanding 
surgeons and because ot h1s work in research of the heart, he has achieved 
a brilliant and well earned reputation. Dr. DeBakey tollowa in the great 
trad1 tion of John Hunter who is considered by medical historians u the 
real father of surgery. A graduate of Tulane University, Dr. DeBakey has 
not been one to sit on his haunches, so to speak, but has );iungecl ahead 1n 
new areas, deVeloped new technlquea, and in reality practices what he preaches. 
He bas given ot h1s time and his energy to advance medical knovle4ge to appear 
before Congressional camrd. ttees 1n W'uhington 1n behalt of tunds tor medical 
research. He hu spoken tbrougbout the land and he bas shown himself more 
than eooperative 1n endeavoring to bring better health to our people. He 
has been invaluable as an advisor to the Department of De1'enae. He has served 
on both the Hoover Commission, the National Reserach Council and on the 
President's Commission on Heart D1seaae, Cancer, and Stroke, to list only a 
few of his contributions. 
I could go on tor at least another hal:t hour telling you important 
facets in this great surgeon's career, but t1me just cloes not allow it. 
Therefore, it is With great personal pleasure that I introduce to you a man 
V'ho needs no introduction because you all lmov him or know about him·-
Dr. Michael E. DeBakey. 
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REMARKS OF SENATOR MIKE MANSFIELD (D., MONTANA) 
at the 
University of Montana Foundation Washington Dinner 
Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D. c. 
Thursday, August 24, 1967 
7:30 p.m. (EDST) 
IN A MONTANA MOOD 
It has been said that the two great loves of my life 
are the University and the study of foreign affairs. I readily 
acknowledge a lasting liaison with the first and a deep absorption 
in the second. 
The University and foreign affairs are indeed great 
loves. But, there is another which is greater and comes before 
both. That is the State of Montana and its people. 
For a quarter of a century, Montanans have trusted me, 
as one of them, to represent their concerns, first in the House 
and then in the Senate of the United States. I have tried to ···. ·· 
.. 
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sustain that trust by following the basic principle: If I do not 
forget the people of Montana, they will not forget me. 
So for a quarter of a century, Montana's people, 
regardless of politics, position, power or profession, have come 
first with me. That is as it always has been. That is as it 
always will be. 
That bond that ties me to Montana is woven of many 
strands. But before all else, it involves my personal feelings, 
as a citizen of the State, for its beauty, history, and people. 
For you who are not of Montana, let me try to tell you why the 
bond is inseparable, insofar as I am concerned. Let me try to 
explain to you why Montanans who are outside of Montana are always 
homesick for Montana. 
To me, Montana is a symphony. 
It is a symphony of color. It is painted by a thou-
sand different plants and shrubs which set the hills ablaze--each 
with its own kind of inner fire--during spring and summer. Montana 
is the intense blue of the Big Sky reflected in the deep blue of 
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mountain lakes and the ice-blue of tumbling streams. It is the 
solid white of billowing clouds and the haze-white of snow on a 
hundred mountain peaks. It is the infinite themes of green in 
mile after mile of farm-rich valleys and in millions of acres of 
forests. 
We, who are of Montana, know the color-harmony of a 
springtime of millions of wild flowers--the orange poppies, purple 
heather, yellow columbines, red Indian paintbrush, beargrass, and 
purple asters in the mountains; the tiger lilies, dogtooth violets, 
Mariposa lilies, bitterroot and kinnikinnick in the foothills; the 
shooting stars, daisies, larkspur, yellow bells, and sand lilies 
in the plains. 
And in the long winter, we know the muted music of 
the snows which blanket the State. A theme of hope runs through 
these snows because they are the principal storehouse of the State's 
great natural resource of water. In one year the amount which will 
flow out of the mountains and rush down the hills is enough to fill 
Montana from boundary to boundary to a depth of six inches. And 
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bear in mind that Montana's 94 million acres make the State as 
large as the entj.re nation of Japan with its 100 million people. 
Montana is a symphony. It is a symphony of color 
and it is a symphony of sounds. Listen to them for a moment, in 
the names of places. There are mountain ranges called the Beaver-
head, the Sapphire, the Ruby, the Bear Paws, the Highwoods, the 
Snowies, the Beartooths, the Judiths, the'Craziea, ~ and the Big 
Belts. And, incidentally, there are also the Little Belts as well. 
There are streams whose names sing: The Silver Bow, 
the Flathead, the Kootenai, and the Sun; the Jefferson, the Madison, 
the Gallatin and the Musselshell; the Milk, the Yellowstone, the 
Tongue, the Powder, the Blackfoot, and the Boulder. 
And when the roll of Montana's cities and towns is 
called, you hear: Eureka, Chinook, Whitefish, Cut Bank; Circle, 
Hungry Horse, Absarokee, Butte, Wolf Point, and Great Falls. And 
you hear Lodge Grass, Lame Deer, Deer Lodge, Crow Agency, Big Fork, 
and Twodot. 
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These and a hundred others like them are strains in 
the history of the State. Each has a story and, together, they 
sing the story of Montana. 
It began in a mist of time, with Indians--with the 
Crows, the Blackfeet, the Assiniboine, the Flatheads, the Chippewa-
Crees, the Sioux, and the Northern Cheyennes. Then came Lewis and 
Clark and the great fur trading companies. When the boom in pelts 
died, the gold rush began. At Grasshopper Creek in 1862, the find 
was so rich, it was said that miners could pull up sage brush and 
shake a dollar's worth of dust out of the roots. The town of 
Confederate Gulch grew on gold. In six years, the population 
jumped from zero to ten thousand people. In the s~venth, the gold 
was gone and only 64 lonely souls remained. 
Indians, fur and gold echo in the overture to Montana's 
history and throughout, runs the beat of the famous and infamous, 
the hunted, the haunted, the violent and the pacific and the JDlitk. 
There was, for example, the notorious Henry Plummer who, as Sheriff 
of Bannack, engineered the bushwhacking murders of 102 of the 
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citizens he was supposed to protect before he was hung by the 
Vigilantes. But there was also the Methodist minister Wesley Van 
Orsdel--Brother Van--\'Tho got off a steamer at Fort Benton in 1872 
and went directly to the Four Deuces saloon to preach his first 
sermon; the saloon closed, respectfully, for one hour for the 
service. And there is Jeanette Rankin, a distinguished lady nf 
Montana, the first woman member of Congress whose abhorrence of 
violence in every form was so deeply felt that she was compelled 
to vote her conscience against the nation's entry into World vlar I 
and World War II. And there were such political "greats" as 
Thomas J. Walsh, Burton K. Wheeler, James Murray, Joe Dixon, and 
others in the Congress. 
Silver came after gold. It was struck rich in 
places like Argenta, Butte, Granite, Castle, Elkhorn, Monarch, 
and Neihart . But, when Congress discontinued the purchase of 
silver in 1892, the silver camps were added to the ghost tol~s 
which dotted the lonely gold trails . 
Then it was copper's turn, at Butte and Anaconda in 
Western Montana. The struggle for copper was of such proportions 
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that it set off polit:Lcal and economic reverberations which are 
felt even today not only in the State, but in the nation, and 
throughout the world. 
~fuile some dug into Montana's earth for wealth, 
others sought it from what grew out of the earth. Stockmen filled 
the rolling gress-covered high plains of Central and Eastern 
Montana with cattle and sheep. In scarcely ten years, the cattle 
population rose from a few thousand to over a million. Then the 
cruel winter of 1886-87 froze 90 percent of them into grotesque 
ice sculptures on the plains and another Montana "boom 11 went "bust." 
Beginning in the 19th century, railroads run through 
the symphony of Montana. Sledges in the gnarled hands of a hun-
dred thousand immigrants pounded down the parallel steel ribbons, 
mile-upon-mile. The iron horses came rushing out across a conti-
nent. The Great Northern advertised free government land in a 
region of "milk and honey 11 to lure settlers to its line. They 
came in eager droves from Scandinavia, Germany, Poland, Yugo-
slavia, France, Italy, Spain, the United Kingdom, Ireland and a 
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score of other countries. They made agriculture, mining and 
lumbering the State's chief industries. But the great drought of 
1917 took away the milk and honey and left only a parched and 
stricken land and a hurt and wiser people. 
Montanans drove, tumbled and stumbled into the 20th 
century. The State has picked itself up and started over again 
many times. Its history is of a people drawn from many sources, 
headed toward the glowing promise of the Western frontier. It is 
of a people who have known the collapse of hope and the renewal of 
hope. It is of a people who have lived in intimacy with fear as 
well as courage and with cruelty as well as compassion. It is of 
a people who have known not only the favor but the fury of a 
bountiful and brooding Nature. The history of Montana is the 
song of a people who, repeatedly shattered, have held together, 
persevered and, at last, taken enduring root. 
Now the 20th century moves on towards the 21st and 
the ups and downs of the past yield to the more stable present. 
The State has grown out of a dependency upon a single extractive 
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industry. The old threat of spring flooding and summer drought 
grows dimmer as Yellowtail, Canyon Ferry, Hungry Horse and other 
dams--great and small, public and private--have risen to disci-
pline the rushing waters. The cold temperatures--a reading of 
70° below zero has been recorded at Rogers Pass--have yielded to 
modern heating. And the hot temperatures--it once reached 117° 
above in Glendive--are tempered in Montana as elsewhere by air 
conditioning to match its cool nights. Plane travel cuts the 
huge distances and the immense isolation. Indeed, the virtues of 
Montana's space, clean air, and clean water, scenery and unparallelel 
recreation opportunities are becoming better known and look ever 
more inviting to the rest of the nat i on. 
Modern transition notwithstanding, something remains 
in the State that is durably unique and uniquely durable . It is 
to be found in the character of the people. Montanans are formed 
by the vastness of a State whose mountains rise to 12,000 feet in 
granite massives, piled one upon another as though by some giant 
hand. To drive across the State is to journey, in distance, from 
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Washington, D. C. north to Toronto, or south to Florida. In area, 
we can accommodate Virginia, Maryland, Delaware, Pennsylvania, 
and New York, and still have room for the District of Columbia. 
Yet, in all this vastness, we are far less than a 
million people. In short, Montanans have room to live, to breathe 
and, above all, to think--to think with a breadth of view which 
goes to the far horizon and beyond. Vast and empty space and high 
mountains may isolate a population, but they open the minds of a 
pepple. The minds of Montanans dwell not only upon community and 
State, but upon the nation and the world and on the essential unity 
of all. And this sense of unity is buttressed by the harsh uncer-
tainties of an all powerful environment which has taught us to 
draw together in a mutual concern for one another and to be 
hospitable to all who come from afar. 
So in a sense, a lecture series on international 
relations which is proposed to be initiated at the University of 
Montana will be doing what comes naturally to Montanans, because 
it promises to open up new channels of understanding between us 
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and our unseen ne i ghbors on thi s globe. The series will stimulate, 
I am sure, deeper insights and greater comprehension of the nation's 
relationships with the people who live on all of its horizons. 
I need not tell you that the realization that this 
process will be taking place under the aegis of my name fills my 
heart to the full. It is far more than I ever expected when I 
came to Washington to represent Montana in the Congress a quarter 
of a century ago. It is far more than I deserve. 
Indeed, I should like this honor to go where it is 
most due--to the woman who set out with me from Butte so long ago 
and who has remained a wise counsellor and steadfast inspiration 
through all these years. Without her, I would not be in the 
Congress of the United States. Indeed, I should not have reached 
the University of Montana or for that matter even received a high 
school certificate. A more appropriate title for the lecture 
series, therefore, would be "The Maureen and Mike Mansfield 
Lectures." 
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May I suggest,too, that if the response to the effort 
on which you have embarked is a good one, a modest maximum should 
be established for the capital of the Fund for the lectures on 
international affairs. If any additional monies should become 
available beyond that maximum, I should like to see the excess go 
into scholarships for the children of Montanans--and the nation's--
first Americans who have not always had benefit in equal measure 
with the rest of us from Montana's development and the nation's 
and brothers 
progress. I refer to my friendsL-the Northern Cheyennes, the 
Crows, the Flatheads, the Assiniboines, the Blackfeet, the 
Chippewa-Crees, the Landless and all the others who live with us 
in Montana. 
I suggest this procedure because the Lecture series 
by its very nature turns our attention to the world beyond our 
borders and to the promise of a fruitful future for Montanans and 
all Americans. It is good that our attention is so directed 
provided we are also prepared to look inward and backward and so, 
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remember what it is that we are building upon; And so, try to 
fill the gaps and to heal the hurts which may have been opened 
in the process of arriving at where we are. In that way, we 
shall better tie the past into the present and open wider the 
horizons of the future. In that w~, we shall better bind 
together, into a greater nation, all who live in a great State 
and in a blessed land. 
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REMARKS OF SENATOR MIKE MANSFIELD (D. , MONTANA) 
before the 
Missouri Bar 
Muchlebach Hotel, Kansas City, Missouri 
Thursday, September 7, 1967 
11:00 a.m. (CDT) 
TROUBLED TIMES 
There are, I am advised, about a thousand lawyers at 
this conference. A lot of lawyers. But if my calculations are cor-
rect, this large gathering forms only .003% of the legal profession 
in the United States. 
To a non-lawyer who happens to be a law-maker, the 
thought of 300,000 lawyers gives rise to a most uncomfortable 
question. How can we, in the Congress, who are so few generate so 
much business for so many? I find even more appalling the possi-
bility that the necessity for so many lawyers may be related to the 
quality of the product of the law-makers. 
Be that as it may, I do know that law-makers and 
lawyers share a common endeavor and a common hope. We work to 
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strengthen the nation and the freedom and well-being of its people 
within a framework of law. 
This joint effort is confronted in 1967 with a 
challenge whose character is pecularly of our own times even i f it 
has been of many times in the making. We are living through a long 
night of violence both at home and abroad. A harsh antiphony of 
hostility is heard throughout the nation. It rises out of the 
ordeal of VietNam and is echoed in the turbulence of the nation's 
cities. 
The sound of violence does not set well with me or 
with you who are trained to seek peaceful and orderly solutions t o 
disputes. Nevertheless, as a nation we have become so jaded by the 
continuous violence of our t i mes that the sense of indignation ap-
pears dulled except at moments of fierce fury when a great city 
goes up in flames. 
It takes a Detroit to arouse the nation. But Detroit 
took a toll of 43 dead and brought injury to more than 1,000 people, 
many of whom were peaceful bystanders. For 5 days the over-all 
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casualties in Detroit ran at a higher rate than those which, of 
late, have been suffered by American forces in Viet Nam. 
While Detroit burned, it was not uncommon to hear 
expressed as a remedy for rioting, less coddling and more crudgeling 
That remedy on a massive scale is thought by some also to provide a 
way out of the difficulty in Viet Nam . 
Experience has demonstrated, however, that it would 
be as futile as it is dangerous to yield to an easy indulgence of 
that kind at home or abroad. In the urban areas of the nation no 
less than in Viet Nam an abject reliance on force is a formula not 
so much for solutions as for stretching a summer of seething dis-
order into an autumn of simmering discontent and so on, from season 
to season and year to year. 
The cure of urban ills involves something more than 
force, even as force is essential in the restoration of an order 
which has broken down. On that subject, let me say that for too 
long, we have expected too much for too little from the police of 
the nation. The police are more often than not underpaid, 
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underprivileged, over- used and over- abused. Indeed, it is not un-
usual to hear the cry of "police brutality" while a policeman is 
being hit over the head. 
A well- trained and disciplined police and the avail-
ability of a graduated supplement of force is an essential charac-
teristic of every orderly society in the world. Anyone who makes 
light of the dangerous and difficult work of the police makes light 
of his own life and of civilized survival. 
The safety and order of the community is the first 
responsibility of organized government. On that score, there can 
be no uncertain trumpet and, insofar as the federal government is 
concerned, there is no uncertain trumpet. President Johnson has 
made perfectly clear that riots will not be tolerated and rioters 
will not be rewarded . I want to say that insofar as the recent 
crises in the cities are concerned, the President has acted, in 
my judgment, with a blend of a firm resolve in the face of violence 
and a wise understanding of the pl i ght of the urban areas. 
Riots have been suppressed; they will continue to be 
suppressed . Rioters have not been rewarded; they will not be re~ 
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But I would hope that we would all keep our perspec-
tive as the President has kept his. We do not reward rioters when 
we improve the diet, the education, and the health of little child-
ren . \ATe do not re\'rard rioters when we stimulate the building of the 
kind of housing and neighborhoods in which people can live decently 
and safely. We do not reward rioters when we try to curb air pollu-
tion and assure a plentiful supply of pure water in metropolitan 
areas. We do not reward rioters when we seek to protect infants 
from rats. 
It is one thing to reject rioting. It is another, 
however, to turn our backs on the difficulties of the urban areas 
because riots have occurred in them. Those difficulties were there 
before the riots. They were there during the riots. They are there 
now. The nation's responsibility for confronting these difficulties 
existed before the riots. It existed during the riots. It exists 
now. 
It is my good fortune to come from a State where the 
standard ills of pollution, delinquency, ghettos and the like are 
not yet fixed institutions. Yet, the serious decay of urban America 
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is of deep concern to me as I am sure it is to you and I hope that 
it is to all Americans wherever they may live. 
The time is past, if it ever existed, when one part 
of the American community could ignore with impunity to itself, 
serious problems in the others. The fact is that distinctions of 
rural and urban are fast losing significance in this nation. Ameri-
cans are moving in increasing numbers into and around the cities of 
the nation. By the year 2000, 150 million Americans will have been 
added to the population of the United States and i t is anticipated 
that most of the increase will be housed in great metropolitan 
complexes. 
That is but one relevant statistic. There is no end 
to other statistics which will tell us what we already know about 
the urban problem. They will tell of the disintegration of the 
physical environment by pollution of air and water. They will tell 
of the trek of the improverished into the central cities and the 
flight out of those with means. They will tell of the grim discon-
tent that stalks the streets of the slums, of the lack of employment 
opportunities therein and of the accumulation of the permanently 
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unemployable. They will tell of the massive breakdown of family 
life, inadequate schools and poor recreation facilities . They will 
tell of miserable housing, hunger, and rats . Statistics will tell, 
in sum, in modern mathematical idiom, an ancient story of human 
poverty, neglect and degradation. 
There has indeed been a long night of violence in 
the cities of the nation . There has also been a long night of 
neglect of the needs of the cities . 
That is not to say that an effort has not been made, 
in a paraphrase of the words of John Fitzgerald Kennedy, 11 to get 
the cities moving again . 11 We owe a great deal to him for his ef-
forts in this direction. We owe a great deal to Lyndon B. Johnson 
in continuing and expanding the effort and, also, to his insistence 
that the effort be realistic in a financial sense . Under his leade 
ship, and in cooperation with Congress, many federal stimulants hav1 
been applied boldly and broadly in an effort to revive the urban 
centers. 
These efforts have cost a great deal of money . They 
are going to cost more. We are properly concerned with these costB 
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and with the effectiveness of the efforts. We can properly inquire 
into the great number of programs which have put into operation in 
the last few years. May I say that I have advocated for several 
years a more vigorous exercise of legislative revjew by the Congress 
in this connection. And various Senate committees are proceeding 
with the job of evaluating, adjusting and improving this vast body 
of legislation. 
It will help to keep a perspective in this process, 
however, if we note that the cost of the federal programs which are 
directed heavily at the urban and other social ills of the nation 
run to billions a year less than the cost of the Viet Nam war and 
are but a fraction of the budget of the Department of Defense which 
now reaches an over-all annual figure of about $70 billion. As we 
have been prepared to make the effort for security of others abroad 
and particularly the security of Viet Nam, we must also be prepared 
to act for the inner security and stability of the nation. 
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For those of us who do not live in cities~ no less 
than for those who do~ there is a need to recognize that the way 
to restrain the mushrooming of violence is to defuse the seeth-
ing inner cores of the metropolitan areas. As I have already 
noted~ there can be no uncertain trumpet when the safety and 
order of the community are challenged. But the trumpet would 
sound a hollow note, indeed, if it blew over devastated community 
after devastated community throughout the nation. 
As in the cities, so in Viet Nam, there has been 
from the outset of the involvement almost universal agreement 
that a rational solution in Viet Nam is not attainable by force 
alone. Nevertheless, the reliance nn force has grown, escalation 
by escalation, until now there are few, if any rational military 
steps left to take within Viet Nam. vfuat was still a primitive 
war among Vietnamese a few years ago has grown by successive 
and mutual increases in the application of force to the point 
where it has become a devastatmg war, fought with a great range 
of modern weapons. It has become a war, moreover, which now 
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finds the United States in the foreground~ and our vietnamese 
and other allies infue background~ against North Vietnamese and 
the V:•.et Cong in the foreground opposite and with China and 
Russia in the background opposite. 
As late as May 1965~ there were still only 45,000 
U. S. troops in Viet Nam . A year and a half later , however, the 
number was 400,000. Today it stands at over 450,000 and the 
commitment is expected to grow to approximately 525,000 in mid-
1968 . These figures do not begin to take into account the tens 
of thousands of men in units of the 7th Fleet in Vietnamese waters 
nor the back- up forces in Okinawa and elsewhere, nor the heavy 
bomber squadrons flying out of Guam and Thailand . 
The input of more than half a million American 
soldiers into the Vietnamese conflict does not mean that the 
end of the war is in sight . The end is not even in sight insofar 
as the demand for more men and more resources is concerned . 
There is talk of the need for one or two more divisions of troops. 
There is talk of sending Americans into the delta of the Mekong 
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River south of Saigon, which is the Viet Cong stronghold and has 
heretofore been tre responsibility of the South Vietnamese Army. 
There is pressure to enlarge and intensify the bombing of North 
Viet Nam even though u.s . planes have already flown to within 
30 secOnds of the Chinese border on bombing missions . 
I do not know how much of the potential for an 
enlarged involvement in Viet Nam will materialize except that on 
the basis of experience to date, the only reasonable conclusion 
is that escalation will beget escalation . I do know that there 
is no reason to assume that additional air action will achieve 
what air action was supposed to have achieved months ago but 
has not achieved; that is, a cut off of supplies and men moving 
south and the bringing of Hanoi to the peace table . 
I do know that when the great build-up of U. s. 
forces began in mid-1965, the regular South Vietnamese army was 
suffering eight combat deaths for every American killed in action. 
In 1966, that ratio had dropped to two South Vietnamese for each 
American. This year, American combat deaths are on a one-for- one 
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basis with the South Vietnamese forces and the total of U. s . 
dead and wounded in the Viet Nam conflict now approaches 100~000 . 
The costs of the war~ too~ have risen with the 
expanded involvement . About this time last year, with 235,000 
American troops stationed in Viet Nam, the annual cost was esti-
mated at $13 billion~ or slightly more than $1 billion a month . 
At year's end, the annual rate of expenditur.e for VietNam was 
at an estimated $21 billion or nearly $2 billion a month . 
Today, it is generally calculated that monthly costs are at 
least $2 . 5 billion . 
I do not know where a solution for Viet Nam may 
lie or of what it might consist . I can only say that I know 
where it does not appear to lie and of what it does not seem to 
consist. In my judgment, peace does not ~ in ever additional 
inputs of U. S . forces or in ever expanding bombing forays . 
This is not a new view for me . I have felt that 
such was the case when there were less than 50,000 Americans in 
Viet Nam . I say it now when there are close to 500~000. After 
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a mission to Viet Nam in the company of several Senate colleagues, 
almost two years ago, we reported that the question which confronts 
this nation in VietNam 11 ••• is not one of applying increased 
U. S. pressure to a defined military situation but rather of 
pressing against a military situation which is, in effect, open 
ended . " 
Despite the new current of rumors in Washington 
and elsewhere that the enemy is 11 on the ropes," or that we are 
"over the hump,'' I can see no reason to discard the premise that 
the war in Viet Nam is open-ended- - that the logical sequence of 
greater U. S. involvement is still greater involvement, and so 
on, until the monster of war runs amuck over the entire Southeast 
Asian mainland, if not throughout the world. Behind the guerrilla 
war in South Viet Nam, there are still the largely unengaged forces 
of North VietNam's commander Vo Nguyen Giap . And beyond North 
Viet Nam, if we need to be reminded, there is China. 
Therefore, I share with the President and 
many others the view that the dilemma of Viet Nam, in 
l 
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end, will yield to negotiations. To date , all efforts to initiate 
negotiations, however, have been in vain. Over the months many 
alternative approaches have been suggested . I have had occasion, 
for example , to urge neutralization of all of Southeast Asia and 
a cease- fire and standfast in Viet Nam . All-Asian negotiations 
and direct U. S.-Chinese meetings have been proposed . I have 
advocated that a defensive barrier be built across Viet Nam just 
south of the demilitarized zone and extended across Laos to Thailand 
as an alternative to an extension of the war i n Asia in consequence 
of ever- expanding aerial bombardment . In connection, therewith, 
I have joined Senator Cooper of Kentucky and others in advocating 
a contraction of bombing to the routes of infiltration in the 
vicinity of the 17th parallel. 
Finally, it has been suggested time and again that 
the United Nations Security Council might at least initiate a 
consideration of the question of Viet Nam . The Council has not 
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only failed to act, it has failed even to acknowledge, in an 
official sense, the existence of the Vietnamese conflict as a 
threat to the peace. A future reader of official U. N. papers 
for this trying period in world history would scarcely be aware 
that a major war had occurred in Southeast Asia. That would be 
the case unless he read the personal papers of the Secretary General. 
U Thant has sought to act on his own initiative in his diplomatic 
capacity to end the war. However, the provisions of the Charter 
involving the peace-keeping functions which bind the member-nations 
have not been engaged. 
Let me make clear that the U. N. should not be 
expected to produce miracles of solution with respect to Viet Nam, 
inasmuch as all the other avenues, which have been tried, have so 
far come to dead ends. The world organization, however, does have 
a mandate regarding the preservation of peace. The members of the 
Security Council, including the United States, do have a compelling 
responsibility under the United Nations Charter. 
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Article I contains a treaty obligation which 
requires the organization to 1'take effective collective measures 
for the prevention and removal of threats to the peace • •• . ~~ 
With all due respect, it does not take a lawyer to interpret 
this solemn commitment and the responsibility which it places 
on the United States and all other members of the Security Counci· 
The vehicle for bringing the question of Viet Nam 
before the Council is already present in the form of a U. s. 
resolution which was introduced at the beginning of the year . 
It has not yet been called up in the Council for reasons which 
are far from clear. Yet the procedural question of calling up 
is subject to vote and it is veto-proof under the precedents . 
Moreover, the precedents are there which would allow involved 
parties that are not members of the U. N. to participate in the 
consideration and that, too, on the basis of precedent is not 
vetoable. In sum, Peking can be inclt'ded; Hanoi and Saigon can 
be included; and so too, for that matter if the Council so 
decides, can the National Liberation Front or any other pertinent 
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nation or group . You may recall that Pel<ing did appear before 
the Council some years ago in connection with the Korean question. 
You may recall, too, that in the original Palestine dispute in 
1948, two non-governmental groups--the Jewish agency for Palestin~ 
and the Arab Higher Committee--were invited by the Council to 
present their case and the former did appear. 
In recent weeks twenty-seven Senators, including 
Senators Symington and Long have joined in urging that the United 
States government insist that its resolution on Vtet Nam be laid 
before the U. N. Security Council and, that if necessary, a vote 
be had--win or lose- -on the question of taking up. In our judg-
ment, it is long past the time for the member states and all 
others involved in Viet Nam to stand up and be counted . At this 
late hour, \'le need to know and the world needs to knm'l who is 
prepared and who is not prepared to move to bring the military 
struggle to a close without delay and, thereafter, to seek a 
resolution of the issues of Viet Nam by peaceful processes. 
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The long night of violence in Viet Nam will know 
no dawn until the world community can end the diplomatic inertia 
which has characterized its reaction to Viet Nam. Until the war 
is brought to an end, moreover, the hope of removing the roots 
of disorder in our cities may well remain beyond our reach. 
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ADDRESS OF SENATOR MIKE MANSFIELD (D . , MONTANA) 
before the 
Japanese- American Assembly 
Shimoda, Japan 
Friday, September 15, 1967 
U. S.-JAPANESE RELATIONS: 
Properties, Problems, and Prospects 
It is a long way from Washington to Shimoda but 
Mrs. Mansfield and I were delighted with the opportunity to make 
the journey. As we anticipated on the basis of past visits, a 
brief exposure to Japanese hospitality has served to dissolve the 
great distances . We are happy to be with you and I am deeply moved 
by the privilege of addressing this distinguished gathering. 
Each of us who is in attendance has come to Shimoda 
for a different complex of reasons. Yet I believe we are also 
drawn here by a common consideration . It is that we attach a high 
significance to the preservation of good relations between Japan 
and the United States . Most of us are old enough to remember a 
time and pain when these relations had deteriorated to such a 
degree that they were, in the end, consumed by war. We can 
remember the gulf of devastation over which it was necessary to 
try to build a bridge of conciliation. 
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After the conflict, we did try and we managed--
Japanese and Americans--to construct that bridge. For two decades, 
effective ties have been maintained between our countries. They 
are ties which have enriched our lives and contributed to the pros-
perity and progress of both nations. They are ties which have been 
a mighty factor in the preservation of the peace of the Pacific. 
I think the question which should engage us most 
profoundly at this time is whether we can continue in the pattern 
of the past two decades. Can the effectiveness of the U.S.-Japanese 
relationship persist, in the decade ahead, even as the ties them-
selves are woven into new forms for new times? 
If the source of U. S.-Japanese relations were solely 
contacts among those attending this Japanese-American Assembly, the 
question would pose no dilemmas. Without any hesitation, the pro-
perties of U. S.-Japanese relations could then be described as 
excellent, the problems as negligible and the prospects as unlimited. 
The same would be true if it were simply a matter of 
commerce between Japan and the United States. The two nations buy 
and sell from one another with great liberality. Current trade is 
at a new high level and on a very profitable mutual basis. Japan 
is second in the world after Canada, as a purchaser of U. S. exports. 
The United States, in turn, takes something like 30 per cent of all 
of Japan's exports. Japanese industrial techniques, moreover, are 
highly respected and the products of Japan's brilliant design are 
currently very much in demand in the United States. 
If I may digress, I can personally attest to the 
great acceptability of these products . My ears have become attuned 
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to the subtle difference between the "putt-putt" of a Honda and 
that of a Suzuki and the "purr-purr" of a Datsun and that of a 
Toyota. These and other Japanese vehicles are to be found in con-
siderable numbers and are in great favor in most of the neighbor-
hoods of the United States--except late at night. 
Insofar as trade is concerned, then, any difficul-
ties between Japan and the United States would seem to be more in 
the nature of removable irritants rather than major headaches. The 
sum of Japanese - U. S. relations, however, is not calculated solely 
on the computers of commerce. Nor is the tone of the relationship 
established only by the warm dialogues of groups such as this 
Japanese - American Assembly. The relationship, rather, reflects 
the continuous flow of change within each nation and takes form in 
the complex international politics of the Western Pacific and the 
world. 
Let me emphasize that the thoughts which I am about 
to voice are those of one Senator of the United States. I do not 
sp~ak for the Senate of the United States or any segment of its 
Membership . Nor do I speak for the President of the United States 
even though we are of the same political party. I speak for myself 
and only myself. But I speak freely and frankly, as a student, a 
teacher and a Member of the Senate who has been deeply concerned 
for many years with the problems of foreign relations. 
In asserting this independence, I would not wish to 
create the impression that the Senate is in constant conflict with 
the Executive Branch of the United States government. Seen from 
this distance and through the prisms of the press that may sometimes 
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appear to be the case. The reality, however, is to the contrary. 
The President of the United States and the Senate are in frequent 
consultation and far more often than not, in agreement . The United 
States government, in short, proceeds most of the time, with its 
component bodies moving in separate orbits but in substantial 
harmony. That is true in matters of foreign policy no less than 
domestic policy. 
I stress these systemic details , because I wish to 
emphasize that I am not here to transmit the official views of the 
United States government . Only the President and his emissaries 
are able to speak in that fashion. I am here as all of us are 
here--as an interested person. I am here to express to you my 
understanding, my concern and my hope for U. s.-Japanese relations. 
I am here in the expectation of returning to the United States with 
new and enriched insights into these relations. 
With that as background, let me say first, that the 
official U.S. - Japanese relationshipa~ars to me to be satisfactory 
at this time. If the bell does not ring perfectly in every instanc~ 
nevertheless, it continues to ring with a certain mellowness of tone 
I have already alluded to the value and mutuality of our commercial 
contacts. It can be noted, too, that our governments do not de-
nounce each other in communiques. On the contrary, our diplomats 
work together with civility and understanding. 
Over the years these public servants who are at the 
very tip of contact between the two nations have met their responsi-
bilities with great energy, high skill and exceptional dedication. 
We have been particularly fortunate in the caliber of the Ambassa-
dors who have served both countries. Professor Reischauer, for 
I 
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example> is widely regarded in the United States and by both the 
Administration and the Senate as one of the most effective repre-
sentatives our country has ever sent abroad. Ambassador Takeuchi, 
who recently returned to Japan after a four year assignment was 
greatly admired in the United States for, as was said in a \'lashing-
ton newspaper, "his good sense, good manners, and good diplomacy. " 
The present Ambassadors , Mr. Johnson and Mr. Shimada, are the in-
heritors of an exemplary tradition to which they are in the pr ocess 
of adding contributions . 
An able diplomacy> then, has been a critical element 
in fashioning the effective ties which exist between Japan and the 
United States . Over the years, it has been a diplomacy which has 
faced difficulties in a temperate fashion. It has been a diplomacy 
which has devised timely adjustments of policies to meet these dif-
ficulties. 
That kind of diplomacy is an imperative if the 
quality of the U. S. - Japanese relationship is to endure in the new 
situation which is emerging in the Western Pacific. Perhaps "new 
situation" is not precisely the term. What is transpiring in this 
region, as I see it, is a reassertion of an historic situation in 
up- to- date form . 
The decisive element in the new situation is the re -
emergence of Japan. 
of this development . 
Great material strength is> of course, a part 
The Japanese economy has displayed an extra-
ordinary dynamism which has already restored this nation to the 
first rank of the industrialized nations of the world. 
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Yet there is more involved than economic virtuosity . 
An emergent Japanese leadership, I believe, derives a world- wide 
acceptability from new and perceptive approaches to the rest of the 
world and its needs. These approaches may well have been forged in 
the tragedy of World War II and tempered by the profound postwar 
experiences of this nation. 
In this context, Japan's enormous achievements in 
every field of modern human endeavor have special relevance to the 
old- new nations of Asia and to the entire world in the search for 
human progress and a stable peace. Japan is already making signi-
ficant contributions in the Asian Development Bank and the United 
Nations and in other regional and world-wide organizations. The 
Japanese nation can play, if it so chooses, a part of even greater 
importance, particularly in the process of integrating an economic 
modernization with a responsible nationalism, within a framework of 
multilateral cooperation. 
The unfolding of the international capabilities of 
Japan has coincided with a degree of redirection in the American 
effort with respect to the underdeveloped nations . There has been 
a kind of dovetailing of adjustments as between Japanese and U. S . 
policies in connection with economic development, with the one ris-
ing towards its potential and the other falling from what has long 
been, in my judgment, an abnormal level, particularly in this part 
of the world. 
There has also been a dovetailing of policies with 
regard to the defense of the Western Pacific. Over the years, 
significant adjustments have been made in the largely unilateral 
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American military base upon which this defense has rested. It is 
not so long ago, for example, that there we1e tens of thousands of 
American soldiers quartered in every part of Japan. It is not so 
long ago, that these forces constituted the only military defense 
of Japan. It is not so long ago, too, that this nation served as 
of departure 
a point;for massive American forces bound for the war in Korea. 
As you know, all this has changed. May I say that 
it is a relief to the people of the United States that it is no 
longer necessary to keep massive forces in Japan and I expect that 
that is also a relief to the people of Japan. 
Other changes of this kind will be made by an alert 
diplomacy, I am sure, as the desirability is indicated. With 
respect to Okinawa, obviously, the need for an adjustment seems to 
be coming to the surface at this time. 
Before considering this question, let me stress the 
urgency of keeping open minds on all aspects of the U.S.-Japanese 
relationship if the open doors of essential cooperation are not to 
close. We must face change if changes are indicated in any and 
every aspect of the relationship. We must be prepared to face 
changes before change is forced upon us by events. 
The Okinawan problem, you will recall, arises from 
the fact that certain clauses were left dangling, so to speak, in 
the Peace Treaty of 1951. Those clauses involve not only the status 
of the Ryukyus but also of the Bonins and Volcanos. As I under-
stand the problem, there is no question that these territories are 
Japanese within the meaning of the Peace Treaty. A question arises, 
however, as to the date--the timing--of the transfer of full au-
thority from the United States to Japan. A question also arises 
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as to the possibility of inter im adjustments in administration be-
fore the final return of the islands . 
With regard to the Bonins and the Volcanos , let me 
say that I am not aware of any circumstances so compelling as to 
require an indefinite postponement of the liquidation of the Treaty 
commitment. There are no major U. S. military installations ther e 
and strategic considerations do not appear to be involved in any 
significant way. In sum, ther e would appear to be no major blocks--
at least I know of none-- to the restor ation of the Bonins and the 
Volcanos to Japan as requir ed by the Peace Treaty . It would appear, 
moreover, that this piece of unfinished business of the Treaty could 
be closed out not only without difficulties but also without delay . 
I wish that the same might be said for Okinawa and 
the Ryukyus. Since there is a problem in this connection, it seems 
to me that a full consideration of the situation is in order. The 
absence of frank exchange of views, in the open, on Okinawa has 
given rise to rumors and inneundos . These hints seem to me to 
distort the motives of the United St ates and certainly do not con-
tribute to the cordiality of U. S.- Japanese relations . 
It has been said, fo r example, that the United States 
clings to the Ryukyus because of the war in Viet Nam . Of cour se , 
Okinawa is of importance to the United States in this connection. 
We have over half- a- million men involved in Southeast Asia . Our 
military installations on Okinawa serve as one source of supply for 
these forces, and we are determined that these men shall not lack 
supplies. That is not to say that there are no alternative ways 
by which their needs may be met . In my judgment, therefore , it is 
quite inaccurate to ascribe the problem of Okinawa to Viet Nam. I 
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It has also been suggested that the United States 
desires to use the Ryukyus as some sort of bargaining chit in the ex 
tension of the Japanese-U. S. Defense Treaty. I do not know whether 
the Defense Treaty will be modified a few years hence and, if so, in 
what way. 
It should be obvious, however, that the American 
government would not be so crass as to use the well- being of the 
people of the Ryukyus for some vague bargaining purposes in connec-
tion with the review of the Treaty . What could be sought and ob -
tained by that course which would be of significant value to the 
United States? The assertion that the U. s . will seek to bend the 
Japanese viewpoint in treaty revision with the lever of Okinawa is 
as uninformed as it is unfounded. Even the thought that such could 
be the case is out of harmony with the entire character of Japanese-
U. S. relations during the past few years. 
To be sure, there are difficulties with regard to the 
return of the Ryukyus . They involve, however, not transitory con-
s i derations or base motives but very fundamental questions. These 
questions have to do with the uncertainty of the general security 
needs in the Western Pacific in the years ahead . They have to do 
with Japan's safety no less than that of the United States and other 
Asian- Pacific nations. They have to do with the relevance, today, 
of the defense concepts which prevailed at the time of the signing 
of the Japanese-U. S . Defense Treaty a decade and a half ago. They 
have to do with the nature of the American role in the Western 
Pacific in the decade or decades ahead--with what is expected of us 
by Japan and others as a defense contribution in this region. 
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Let me say bluntly in this connection that it would 
be only in an inertia of intellect, that we would fail to grasp the 
significant differences in the Western Pacific today as compared 
with 15 years ago or even ten or five. Consider for a moment the 
change in the very positioning of American military power. Fifteen 
years ago, as I have already noted, U. S. strength was concentrated 
largely in Japan and it had converged with a great force of men and 
equipment on the peninsula of Korea. Where is it now? To be sure, 
there are still points of power north of Okinawa. But the focus of 
the U. S. military role in the Western Pacific has shifted south to 
Viet Nam at the other end of the Asian littoral. 
Consider, too, the extraordinary change in the char-
acter of relations between China and the Soviet Union. You will 
recall that these two nations signed a Defense Treaty in 1950 on 
the basis of unbreakable Communist solidarity and an implacable 
hostility towards the United States and Japan. Today, the fury of 
Peking comes down--as the rain--impartially upon the Soviet Union 
cr1 the United States. Today, the monolith of Sino-Soviet relations 
~·: :--!::..ch stood until Stalin's death lies shattered by border quarrels 
and by ideological and other clashes between the two great mainland 
pNJers. Yet only a few years ago, it was commonly believed that, 
t~~ough communism, Russia had fastened a permanent yoke on the 
c~:nese people. The fact is that there is not even a common ideology 
within China, much less one which binds the Chinese forever in sub-
servience to the Russians. 
I cite the disintegrative characteristics of th~ ~ . 
$Vt I '1 a..S o. \Ja.c' ~ ~ J 
Chinese situation and the Sino-Soviet relationship ae~~~i~A ~AY 
~~eae~~s- I am not at all sure what consequences will flow from 
them in the end. Rather I make reference to them because they are 
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profound elements in the changing situation in the Western Pacific. 
In a similar vein, I would note certain constructive adjustments 
which are taking place in this region. There is, for example, the 
more balanced view of Japan which has developed in Moscow and ap-
peared to be developing in Peking at least until the outbreak of the 
current inner difficulties in China . There is the complementary ef-
fort of Japan to build bridges to its mainland neighbors . Together 
the two adjustments have produced an impressive increase in contact 
between China and Japan and between the Soviet Union and Japan, 
particularly in the realm of commerce. 
If I am not mistaken, China now ranks fourth in the 
world in Japan's foreign trade with a current total volume of about 
$600 million. With respect to the Soviet Union, it is my understand-
ing that not only is there a very substantial and growing Japanese 
trade but the general tone of the relationship has so improved that 
it has become feasible even to contemplate a joint Soviet- Japanese 
development of the natural resources of Sakhalin and Siberia. 
These new trends have emerged from what was, just a 
few years ago, a sea of fear between Japan and the Northeast Asian 
mainland. They would appear to herald the return of more normal 
relationships in this region. Normal, in the sense in which it is 
used would involve the return of Japan, China and the Soviet Union 
to the center of the stage, so to speak, in the affairs of the 
Western Pacific. In view of the history of this region, it should 
not be surprising if this inner triangular relationship should be 
reasserted. 
Indeed, it would be my hope that the changes which 
are appearing in this connection will permit the role of the United 
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States in this region also to be scaled to more noTmal dimensions. 
The United States did not seek the massive role in which we have 
found ourselves in the Western Pacific for so many years. Rather 
it was the exigencies of World War II and i ts aftermath which thrust 
us deeply into this region. A restoration of a more stable situa-
tion as between China and Japan and Japan and the Soviet Union would 
appear to me to be helpful to the United States in the adjustment of 
its own position. 
At this point, however, we still do not know whether 
the developments which I have been discussing foreshadow a more 
stable situation in the Western Pacific . We sti ll do not know whethe· 
they foreshadow a situation in which the demands on U. S. military 
power in this region can be reduced. 
There are, in any event, no certain responses to such 
questions. There can only be sound judgments. It seems to me that 
Japan and the United States should come together to try to make joint 
calculations respecting these developments. It seems to me that the 
two nations should do so without undue delay, on behalf of their 
common security and the peace of the Western Pacific . 
Such calculations would also have relevance to the 
problem of the Ryukyus. That is not to say that security calcula-
tions are especially pertinent to the non- military aspects of this 
question . I cannot see, for example, that it is necessary to clarify 
the ambiguities of the Sino- Soviet dispute, in order to give con-
sideration to the possibilities of a restoration of Japanese jurisdic 
tion over islands in the Ryukyus, other than Okinawa. Nor do I see 
that we have to be assured that the fragile new bridges which stretch 
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between Japan and the Soviet Union and between Japan and China will 
stand for all times in order to give consideration to Japanese parti 
cipation in the administration of the civilian affairs of Okinawa, 
provided we bear in mind the great necessity for safeguarding the 
effectiveness of the military installations which are located there. 
As I have suggested, however, the ultimate disposi-
tion of the Okinawa question does involve a sober and joint estimate 
of the significance of major developments and changes in the Western 
Pacific. An estimate of that kind, in turn, requires a better under· 
standing of Soviet intentions in the Northeast Pacific. It requires 
a better understanding of the upheavals within China and their 
relevance not only for the Sino- Soviet Defense Treaty of 1950 but 
also for the Japanese-u . s . Defense Treaty. It requires, finally, 
a better understanding of nuclear development in China and the pros -
pects for curbing by agreement the grave risks which are posed by 
nuclear weapons to the Western Pacific and the world . 
One would expect that our joint understanding of 
these matters would be improved in connection with review of the 
Japanese-U. S. Defense Treaty a few years hence . However, it is not 
necessary to sit on our hands until that time . It occurs to me that 
the problem of Okinawa itself provides a sufficient basis for be-
ginning now a joint consideration of the security questions of the 
Western Pacific. It occurs to me, too, that consideration might 
also be given to inviting the Soviet Union to join with the United 
States and Japan in joint examination of these questions . Would 
not tripartite discussions of this kind be of value in clarifying 
them? Indeed, I should think even that quadripartite meetings, to 
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include China, would be useful, except for the turmo~l which exists 
at this time on the Chinese mainland . 
The illumination which would be provided by tripartit 
discussions of Japan, the Soviet Union, and the United States might 
help to provide a more rapid conclusion of the Ryukyus question . 
One would hope that it m ght also hasten a final resolution of the 
question of Etorofu and Kunashiri and of Shikotan and the Habomais. 
In sum,a tripartite meeting might speed the liquidation of all 
vestiges of the unfinished business of World War II and give more 
durable form to the peace of the Pacific. And may I add, two de-
cades after, that it is about time . 
I make the suggestion to an American-Japanese dis -
cussion group that there might well be three-way discussions of 
problems of the Western Pacific which would include the Soviet Union 
because I am confident that the Japanese and the Americans here 
share a hope for the peace of the Pacific. I am confident, too, 
that we share a realization of our obligation, as human beings , to 
work together through our respective nations and with all other 
nations for that peace and for world peace, to the end that there 
shall be no end to the civilized experience on this planet . 
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Petroleum Association in 
BillidL, Montana, Oct. 13, 
1967 
We are confronted in 1967 with a chaJ.l.enSe vbose character is 
pecular~ ot our own times even if it bas beeu of mauy times in the liKing. 
We are living throll81 a long Dignt ot viOlence both at home aud abroad. A 
harsh antiphony ot hostility is heard throuahout the nation. It riaea out 
ot the ordeal ot Viet Nam a.ad is echoed 1n the turbulence ot the nation' a 
cities. 
The aound ot violence does oot set. well with me or vitb you wbo 
are trained to seek peaceful and order~ aolutions to disputes. leverthe-
leas, as a nation ve have become eo jaded by the contirmoua violence of our 
t1•• tbat the seDM of 1nd1aaat10ll appears dulled except at --.ats ot 
fierce fury when a sr-eat city goes up in flaMe. 
It takes a Detroit to arouse the nation. But Detroit. took a toll 
peaceful bystaDders. For 5 days the over-all casualties in Detroit ran at a 
hiS}ler rate than those wbich, of late, have been suffered by Allerican forces 
in Viet ••· 
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WhUe Detroit burned, it vu not UDCCliiiiOn to hear expressed as a 
remedy tor rioti.D&, leas coddlioa &Dd more crudsel.in&· ~bat remedy on a 
massive ecale is thousJlt by 8011le &lao to prov14e a wa;y out of the difficulty 
in Viet 5am. 
Experience has demonstrated, b.owever, that it would be as tutUe 
u 1t 1a danprous to Jield to a.n easy indulgence ot that kiad at home or 
abroad. In tb.e urban areas ot tb.e nation no lees than in Viet Jfam en abJect 
r el'aoce 01:1 force 1a a f01'1l11.1la not 80 much tor solut1on::J as tor st.retcb.ica a 
at.&Ur ot seethina cliaorder into an autumn ot siaaerin& discontent and so on, 
The cure of urban illa involves 80118thing more than force, even as 
force is esMnt1al in the restoration ot an order which has broken down. On 
that subject, let me M.'1 that tor too lona, ve have expected too much for too 
little trora tb.e police ot the nation. Tb.e pollee are more often than not under-
paid, WlderprivUeged, over-used ao4 over-abused. Indeed, it is uot unusual 
to hu.r the cry of "pollee brutality" vhlle a polic~n 1s beioa hit over the .. 
hMd. 
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A well-tr&1necl and d1ec1pl1ned pollee and tb.e avail&bUi'Q' of a 
gadu.ated supplement of force is an easential characteristic of every orderly 
society in the world. Aoyone wbo makes liabt of the danprous aDd d1ft1cult 
work of the pollee lUkes lisbt ot hia ow life and of civilized survival. 
The safety and order of the coCIIIIauni ty is tbe tirat responsibU1 ty 
of orpnize4 aovernment . on that acore, there can be no uncertain trw.;pet 
and, insofar as the federal goverDIDellt ia conceroed, there is oo uncertain 
trl.~Dq;)et . Riots vUl not be tolen.ted and rioters vill not be rewarded. I 
want to say that insofar as the recent criaea in the citiea are concerned, 
the Goveruraeat baa acted, in m.y Judsaeut, with &blend ot a tira reeolve in 
the face of violence and a Viae UDd.-at&Ddina of the pli&ht ot tbe urben areaa. 
Riots have been suppressed; tbey will continue to be suppressed. 
Rioters have not been rewarded; they V1ll aot be rewarded. 
But I woul4 hope that we would all keep our perspective. We do oot 
reward rioter• llhen ve ~ve the diet, the education, and the health of little 
children. We do not reward r1otera when we st1mulate the building ot the kiad 
ot housing and oei&hborhoods in Vhich people can live decent]¥ aD4 safely. 
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We do not reward rioters when we try to curb &1r pollution ard assure a plentiful 
auppq of pure water in metropolitan areas. We do not reward rioters when we 
seek to protect 1ntants froca rata. 
It is one t.tlins to reJect rioting. It is another, however, to turn 
our backs on the difficulties of the urban areae because riots have occ"UZTed 
in them. Those ditficultiea vere there before tbe riots. They were there 
duriQg the riota. They are there nov. 'l'he nation'• responsibUity for con-
fronting these d1:t:ticul.t1ea existed before the riots. It existed during the 
riots. It exists nov. 
It is our p)d fortune to live in a State where t!:le standard ills 
ot pollution, delinqueacy 1 ahettoa and the like are oot yet fiXed inst1 tutions. 
Yet, the serious decay ot urban America is ot deep concern to rae as I am sure 
it ia to you aDd I bope that 1t is to all Americans vberever they u.y live. 
The tiM is put, 1f it ever existed, wben one part of the American 
COimlltnS ty could 18Jl01'• vi th illpuni ty to 1 tselt, serious probleu in the others. 
'l'ne tact ia that dist1actions of rural aDd urban .na :tut loaina aigu1ticance 
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in this nation. Americans are movill6 in increasing n\lllbers into aDd e.round the 
cities ot tb.e nation. By the year 2000, 150 million Americane will bave been 
added to the population ot tbe United States aDd it is anticipated that most 
ot the increase will be houaed in great metropolitan complexes. 
'l'nat is but one relevant statistic. There is no eDd to other statistics 
which will tell us vbat ve already know about the urban problem. They will tell 
ot the disintesration ot the physical environment b;r pollution ot air aod water. 
They v1ll tell of the trek ot tbe illproverished into the central cities and the 
fllsht out ot tboae Vi tb means. They will tell ot the &ria discontent tb&t 
stalks the streets ot the alum.a, ot the lack ot employment opportunities therein 
and ot the accUIIlul&tion ot the peranently unemployable. They v1ll tell of the 
maaaive brukdovn ot family life, inadequate schools and poor recreation 
facilities. They will tell ot uaiaerable hOusiag, hunger, and rats. Statistics 
vUl tell, in s\11, in modern •thea~&tical idiom, an ancient story of human 
poverty, neaJ.ect aad degradation. 
There baa iDdeed 'been a long nisht ot Violeace in the cities ot the 
nation. There baa also been a long ni&ht ot oe&].ect ot the needs ot the cities. 
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Tbat is not to say that an effort has not been made, "to get the 
cities tDOViDS asain•" 
'l'b.ese efforts have cost a great deal of money. Tney are going to 
cost more. We are properly concerned with these costa aad witb the ettective-
neaa of the efforts. We can properly inquire into the great number of prosrems 
wtlich have put into operation in the lut tw years. May I say tbat I have 
advocated tor several years a more vigorous exercise of leg1al&tive review 
by the Congress in this conoection. And various Senate co..aitteea are proceed-
1ng with the Job of evaluatiaa, adjusting aDd improf'1n& thia vast bod¥ ot 
l.egS.elation. 
It Vill help to keep a perspective in thia process, however, it we 
note that t4e coat ot the federal prosnms which are directed heavily at the 
urban aDd other eocial Ula of the nation run to billions a year less than the 
coat ot the Viet 11u var and are 'but a traction ot the bwlaet ot the Department 
of Defense which nov reachea an O"VW•all annual fiaure of about $70 bUllon. 
As we have beeG prep•ed to Mke tb.e effort tor security ot others abroad and 
particularly the security ot Viet !Ia, we muat also be prepared to act tor the 
inner security and eta'bUity of the nation. 
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For tb.ose ot ua who do not live in cities, DO less tban for those 
who do, there is a need to recognize that the ~ to restrain the IIIUahrooalina 
of violeace is to defuse the seethina inner cores of the metropolitan areas. 
As I have &lreedy noted, there can be DO uncertain trumpet vb.en the safety 
hollow note, indeed, if it blew over devastated community after devutated 
community throughout the nation. 
As in the cities, so in Viet lam, there has been from the outaet of 
the involvement almost universal agreement that a ratiooal solution in Viet ._ 
1s not attainable by force alone. levertbeless, the reliaoee on force bas grown, 
escalation by escalation, untU now there are fw, if any rational llilitary 
steps left to take within Viet tfam. What waa still a primitive war among 
V1etll81l1ese a few years ago has grown by successive and mutual increases in the 
fll'plication of force to the point where it has becOM a devastating war, fought 
with a great ranae of modern weapons. It .has become a var, mareoftr, which nov 
fiada the United States in the foregroUDd, aDd our Vietnamese aod other allies 
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1n the b&ckgrOUDd, ..Unet North Vietzuweee aDd the Viet Cona in the foreground 
opposite aDd with China and Russia in the back.grouod opposite. 
As late as May 1965, there were still o~ 45,000 u.s. troops in 
Viet-.. A Je&l" aDd a halt later, however, the number vas 4oo,ooo. T~ 
it at&Dds at veU ovfltr 4501000 aDd the coaa1tment ia expected to grow to 
account the tens of thoua&Dd8 of men 1n unite of the 7th Fleet 1n Vietnamese 
waters nor the back-up tol'Cee 1n Oltioava and el.aevhere, nor the heavy bomber 
aqua4rone flyins out of au. &D4 Thailand. 
The input of .are t.baD halt a 111ll1on American eol4iera into tbe 
Vietoaeae conflict doee not •an that the eDd of the war is 1n ai&Jlt . The 
eDd ie oot even in ai&bt inaofar u the cte.aod tor JDOre men &Dd JDOre reaources 
ia concerned. There is talk of the oeed tor one or two JDOre d1via1ona of 
troop a . There ia talk of eeadina ~ricane into the c!elta of the Mekons River 
aouth of SaiFD, which ia the Viet Cona atronghol4 and baa h•etofore been the 
reapona1b111ty ot the South Vietnameae Arrq. There is preaaure to eDl&rae and 
1ntena1f'y the bcllb1DS of Borth Viet lam even thouab u.s, planea have already 
flown to Within lese than 30 aecoDda of the Chinese border on bcllb1aa aiaeiona. 
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I do oot koov how much of the potential tor an enl.ariJICl inVolvement 
1u Viet Bam vUl ~~&ter1alise except tbat on the buia ot experieoce to date, 
the only reuonable collClwsion 1a that escalation viU beget eacalatiou. I 
do know that there is no reason to assume tbat a4d1t1onal air action will 
achieve what air action vu eupposed to have achieved IW)nths ae::> but has oot 
acb.ievedJ that is, a cut off of supplies 8D4 men moVing south and the bringing 
ot Haooi to the peace table. 
I do knov that Vben the sr•t bu1l4-up ot U.S. forces began in Ulid· 
1965, the regular South Vietnamese army vu autt.nna eif!b.t COIIb&t d•tha tor 
evftr7 Am8r1can k1ll.ed. in action. In 1966, that ratio had dropped to two 
South Vietnamese tar each American. 'lhia year, American caabat deaths are 
on a one-tor-one basis with the SOuth VietnaaeH forces am the total of u.s. 
dead and wounded in the Viet B8lll contl.ict now exceeds 100,000. 
The coats ot the war, too, bave riaea. with the expanded inwlvaent. 
About this time last year, with 2351 000 AMI'ican troops etatiooed in Viet lfam, 
the annual cost wu estimated at $13 bUllon, or slightly aa-e than $1 billion 
a month. At year's eDd, the unual rate ot expenditure tor Viet 1fam vas at an 
estimated $21 'billion or aearly t>2 billion a month. Todq, it 1a general.ly 
calculated that monthly coats are at least $2.5 billion. 
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I do not know Where a solution for VietNam ma,y lie or ot Wa.t it 
might con.oist. I can only aa;y that I know where 1t does not appear to lle and 
ot vhat 1t does not seem to consist. In my Ju:lsnent, peace aoea not lie 1n 
ever addi tiona! inputs of U.s. forces or in ever expandigg bombing forays . 
'l'b.is is not a new view fer me. I have felt that such was the case 
vhen there were less than 50,000 Americans in Viet lfam. I ~ it now when 
there are close to 500,000. After a mission to Viet lf8m 1n the COIJQ.)~ of 
se·1eral Senate collea&Ues, alar.>st two years ago, we reported that the question 
which confronts this nation in Viet Nam ". • . is not one of applyins increased 
u.s. pressure to a defined mUital'y s1tuat1on but rather ot pressing asunst 
a military situation which is, in effect, open ended." 
Despite tho new current of rumors in Washington and elsewhere that 
the enany ia "on the ropes," cr that we are "over the hUIXI.P1 " I can see no 
reason to discard the premise that the war in Viet Nam. 1S open .. ended--that 
the logical sequence of sreater U.s. 1nvol-vsnent 1s stUJ. sreater 1uvolvement, 
and so on, until the monster of var runs amuck over the entire Southeast Asian 
ma:1nl8J341 1f not throuSlOilt the world. Behind tbe suetTil.la war in South 
Viet Nam, there ere still the largely unen.gaged forces of Korth Viet Ifam ' s 
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And beyond Borth Viet 118111 it ve need to be rem1Dded, 
tnere is China. 
Therefore, l share With the President aDd aoy others the v1ev tb&t 
the dUemma ot Viet Nam, in tbe end, will yield to nsrt-1ation• · To elate, all 
efforts to initiate negotiations, howevw, bave been in vain. Over tbe s:>ntha 
alternat ive approaches have been suase:rted . I bave had occasion, tor example, 
to urp oeutl"ali~ation of all of' Southeut A•1a aod a eeaae-t1re aDd ste.Ddtut 
in Viet Jam. All-Asian oesot1at1on.a and direct U.S.-ChineN meetinp baTe been 
proposed. l have advocated that a detenai:ve barrier be buil.t acrose Viet llMl 
Just south of' the demilitarized zone and extended aeroso Laos to Thailand u 
an alternative to an extension of' the war in Asia 111 eonaequeace of' ever-
expanding aerial bom.bardmettt. In connection, therewith, I have joined Senator 
Cooper of Kentucky aod others 1n advocating a contraction ot "boolbio& to the 
routes ot 1nt1ltrat1on in the vicinity of' the l7tl\ parallel. 
B'ina.l.41 it has 'btMn sugested tille an4 apin that the United Watiorut 
Security COWlCU might at least initiate a coaaideration ot the question ot 
Viet Ia. The Col.lDCil has oot only tailed to aet, it baa t&ilecl eftll to 
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a threat to the peace. A 1\lture reader ot official U.N. papers for this try"ing 
period in vorl4 history would scarcely 'b4l aware tllat a maJor war had occurred 
1n Southeut Asia. ~ voul4 be tbe case unl.ess be read the personal papers 
ot the Secretar)r OeDel'al U Thant hu 80U&ht to act on hie ovn initiative in 
his diplomatic capacity to eod tbe war. However, the provisions ot the Cbarter 
Let me 81ke clear tbat the u •• • llboul4 DOt be expected to produce 
lliraclea ot eolut1on vith respect to Viet Jlaa, 1naaancb u all. tbe other 
orpnizatiou, however, does have a mal¥late reprcl1na tbe preservation of peace. 
The aembere ot the Security Council, 1ncluc11na tbe United States, do have a 
cQIII)ellina respona1bil.ity UDder the United Bat1one Cbarter. 
Article I contains a tr•ty oblip.tion vh1ch requires the orp.nization 
to •teke effective collective meaaurea tor the prevention and removal ot tbreata 
to the ~e •••• " With all due respect, it does aot take a lawyer to interpret 
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this solemn eCIIIIlitment am the responsibility which it places on the United 
States and all other members of tbe Security Council. 
The vehicle for briQ81ng the question ot Viet llu before the COUDCU 
is alrNdy present in the tcxna ot a u .s. resolution vhieh vas introduced at the 
beginning of the year. It has not yet be~ called up in tbe Council tor reuons 
which are fer trom cl.ear. Yet the procedural queation of calllng up is subJect 
to vote aD4 1 t is veto-proof UDder the precedents. Moreover, the precedents 
are there vh1ch would allow iavolved parties that are DOt -bera of the U.ll. 
to participate in the consideration and that, too, on the buia ot precedent 
ie DOt vetoable. In SUDl1 Peking Call be ineluded; Hanoi aDd Sai8>n Call be 
included; aDd so too, tor that matter it the Council so decides, can the 
National Liberation front or any other pertinent nation or SI"OUP• You Ill&¥ 
recall that Pekina did appear before the Council scae years aao in connection 
with the Korean question. You ma;y recall, too, that 1n the ori&inal Palestine 
dispute in 1948, two non-Fvernaaental goupa--tbe Jewillh apocy tor Palestine 
and the Arab Higher Committee.-vere invited by the Council to present their 
ease and the former did appear. 
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In recent veelt:J 8Pi>roxim&tely 30 Senators have Joined 1n urging that 
the United States goverament insist that its resolution on Viet Hem be laid 
before the U.N. Security Council aDd, t.Wl.t if' necessary, a vote be had-~win 
or lose-.. on the question of tekill6 ~· In our Judsllent, it is lo08 ptwt the 
time tor the member 3tates 8lld aJ.1. others involved in Viet Nam to otaod up and 
be counted. At this late hour, we need to koov and the world needs t.o know who 
is prepared ana who is not prepared to move to bring the miUtary struggle to 
a close Vithout delay and, thereatter, to seek a re1JOJ.ut1on of the isau.es of 
Viet Hac by ;peacetu.l :processes. 
1'he loag nif#l"t of violence in Viet Nsm vUl know no davn until the 
'WOrld cOl:CWlity can eod the diploiDatic inertia which bas characterized its 
reaction to Viet !f8ill• Until tho war is brought to an end, moreover, the hope 
of remo111ng the roots of dioorder in our cities miJ:1 well remain beyond our reach. 
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DO NOT RE.MOVE 
REHARKS OF SENATOR MIKE MANSFIELD (D . , MONTANA) 
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University of Montana Foundation Dinner 
Civic Center, Helena, Montana 
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7:30 p . m. (MDST) 
A QUARTER CENTURY HOMECOMING 
For a quarter of a century, it has been my privilege 
to represent Montana in the Congress of the United States. Along 
with responsibilities, this publi.c service has brought me deep 
personal satisfactions. It has also had, I regret to say, one 
serious drawback. It has compelled me to live and work far from 
the State . That has not been easy, especially si.nce my heart never 
left home in the fi r st place . 
In 1942, as a nel·l Member of the House of Representa-
tives, I had no idea how long Montanans would want me to stay in 
Congress. I was persuaded then, as I am now, however, that if I 
did not forget the people of Montana, they would not forget me. 
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Twenty-five years is a long ti.me but I have not forgotten. The 
tie which holds me to the State has grown stronger with the pass-
ing of time. 
Over the years, I have come home to Montana many, 
many times. Yet it has never seemed often enough, or for long 
enough. I have come home for reasons political and non-political; 
to campaign for office, to escort a President, to open a dam, to 
gauge an earthquake's damage, to measure the depths of a recessicn 
or the ravishes of a long and bitter winter. 
I have come home to talk with editors and reporters, 
with teachers, with students, with children. I have come home to 
talk with businessmen, farmers, and workers in every part of the 
State. I have come home to talk with long-rooted Montanans, with 
new arrivals and with wayfarers in the cities and towns, in the 
mountains and on the plains of the State. 
There have been homecomings for a hundred specific 
reasons and homecomings for no particular reason. Those which I 
remember best, tonight, are the personal homecomings, the homecom-
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ings of any Montanan away who has ~elt the need to be re - immersed 
in the beauty of the State, in the sense of its history, and in 
the warmth of its people and so to be renewed from the deep well-
springs of Montana life. 
A few weeks ago I tried to describe this need to 
friends in Washington who gathered for the same purpose which 
brings us together tonight. How do you explain to those who are 
not of this State why it is that Montanans outside Montana are 
always homesick for Montana? 
I tried to tell them of the symphony of color which 
surrounds us. Of the shades of red and purple on the plains. Of 
the blue of the big sky as it is reflected tn a mountain lake and 
of the ice blue of a tumbling stream. Of the white of drifting 
clouds and the white of snow on a mountain peak. Of the infinite 
variations on green in the valleys and in the great forests . Of 
the rainbows on the hillsides when the heather, the columbines, the 
Mariposa lilies, the bitterroot, the Kinnikinnick and a hundred 
other wild flowers and shrubs are in bloom. 
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I asked them, too, --these friends of Montana in the 
East--to listen to the symphony of Montana in the unique sounds 
which our children begin to hear almost as soon as the baby's rattle 
is put aside. They listened and they heard the music which echoes 
in the names of mountain ranges like the Beaverhead, the Sapphire, 
the Bear Paws, the Highwoods, the Crazies, and the Big and Little 
Belts. They heard it, too, in the rivers and streams which we call 
the Jefferson, the Madison, the Gallatin, the Milk, the Tongue, the 
Powder, the Boulder and the ljke. They heard it as I read the roll 
of some of our cities and towns--cities and towns with names like 
Eureka, Chinook, Whitefish, Cut Bank, Circle, Hungry Horse, 
Absarokee, Butte, Wolf Point and Great Falls . And Lodge Grass, 
Lame Deer, Deer Lodge, Crow Agency, Bigfork and Twodot. 
I tried to tell them, too, -- these friends who are 
no . Montanans- - something of our history . Of its beginnings with 
the Indians, with the Crows, the Blackfeet, the Assiniboine, the 
Flatheads, the Northern Cheyennes, and the Chippewa-Crees and all 
the rest. Of its modern inception in the Lewis and Clark expedi-
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tions and the opening of the fur trade and then the gold rush. I 
told them of the birth of a ghost town, of Confederate Gulch, of 
how it grew on gold from population zero to 10,000 in six years 
and how, in the seventh, the gold was gone and only 64 lonely souls 
remained. I told them something of our violence--of Henry Plummer, 
the Sheriff who murdered and plundered 102 of the citizens he was 
supposed to be protecting before he was hung by the Vigilantes. 
And I told them something of our decency·-of Wesley Van Orsdel--
Borther Van--the Methodist Minister who got off a steamer at Fort 
Benton and went to the Four Deuces saloon which closed the bar for 
an hour in order that the patrons might hear his sermon. 
I mentioned these almost legendary figures of our 
history and other renowned Montanans who came out of the turbulence 
of a new State in a young country and left the mark of their fierce 
convictions on the Federal Government. I told them, for example, 
of the old master, Charlie Russell, the greatest artist of the 
West in all the history of the Republic, of Jeanette Rankin who 
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so deeply abhorred violence that she voted against the nation's 
entry into World War I and then cast the only vote against entry 
into World War II, of the great Thomas J . Walsh, of James Murray, 
Joe Dixon, and Burton K. Wheeler. 
They heard, too, our friends in Washington a few 
weeks ago, of the ''booms and busts, 11 which were so characteristic 
of the State's economic history, as the emphasis shifted from gold, 
to silver and to copper at Butte and Anaconda . They heard of the 
overloading of the plains of Central and Eastern Montana with sheep 
and cattle until the cruel winter of 1886-87 turned 90 percent of 
the animals into frozen grotesques. 
They heard of the railroads thundering out across 
the plains, and of settlers from Scandinavia, Germany, Poland, 
Yugoslavia, France, Italy, Spain, the United Kingdom, Ireland, 
and a score of other countries ·who were drawn by the "milk and 
honey" of free lands; they came in great droves until the great 
drought of 1917 left the earth parched and the people stricken. 
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In short, I tried to give them--these friends in 
the East--a glimpse of the Montana story, which, in the end, is 
the story of people. It is the story of a people who heard the 
siren call of the West and who knew great dreams and the collapse 
of great dreams. It is a story of a people who have lived with 
fear as well as courage and with cruelty as well as compassion, 
of a people who have known not only the favor but the fury of a 
was found here with 
towering nature. It is the story of a people who, blended of whaV 
what 
/was brought here, renewed the dream after each crumbling, a pe9ple 
who persevered and, at last, took distinct and enduring root. 
That sense of Montana went with me to Washington a 
quarter of a century ago. It remains with me tonight. In the 
intervening years, I have tried to give it expression as one of 
the representatives of this State, in all of the Congressional 
confrontations with the issues of our times . 
Some of these confrontations come to mind, tonight, 
as highlights in the sweep of events during the past twenty-five 
years. There was the war which began for us at Pearl Harbor, a 
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year before I went to Washington, and ended in my second term. 
It ended, really, in the blinding flash at Hiroshima. In that 
instant the world threw off, at last, the nightmare of totalitarian 
violence, not yet realizing that it had entered upon a second 
nightmare born in the laboratories of science. 
Since Hiroshima, we have lived in the shadow of 
nuclear war. It is twenty- five years later but neither by way of 
the United Nations or by any other means has it been possible to 
dispel the shadow. 
The United Nations actually came into being almost 
simultaneously with the first explosion of the nuclear bomb. Even 
as the latter flashed the danger of an ultimate war, the former 
lit the hope of mankind for an enduri ng peace. The hope which 
burned brightly at first began tof1i cker as recrimination begat 
recri mination and quarrel fo llowed quarrel between former allies. 
Then came the tidal wave of revolution in China and the brutal war 
in Korea . That war put to final rest the world's expectation of 
a simple peace, self- generated and automatically maintained. 
l 
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Postwar disillusionments, as well as a growing 
American awareness of the realities of the world situation and 
simple human compassion led us to a Marshal Plan. Afterward, 
there came the North Atlantic Treaty, and a massive system of aid-
programs and alliances which have spread the power and resources 
of the United States over most of the globe. If I may digress, 
I want to reiterate the view to which I have given expression many 
times in many years . These programs and alliances have not only 
spread the nation 1 s power and resources throughout the world. 
In my judgment, they have seriously overspread them. I have 
worked for a cautious curtailment of these commitments and it is 
my intention to continue to work for their curtailment. 
After the breakdown of Korea, there began a search 
for ways to repair the great ruptures in the world. With the help 
of che United Nations , President Eisenhower negotiated a truce in 
Korea . Another was devised for Viet Nam and Indo-China by the 
Geneva Conference of 1954. 
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Throughout his administration, Mr. Eisenhower 
pursued a policy of reasonable reconciliation with the Communist 
countries. In particular, he restored contacts of civility with 
the Soviet Union by the cultivation of personal cordiality with 
its leaders. 
The spark which was kindled by his predecessor was 
nurtured by President Kennedy. He brought a youthful energy and 
imagination into the search for peace and, in its pursuit, he 
ventured with prudence but without fear into new channels of policy. 
In the years of the renewal of hope for a durable peace under 
Presidents Eisenhower, Kennedy and Johnson, progress has been by 
no means steady or consistent. A tortuous step forward, all to 
frequently, has been followed by a sudden step backward. A Camp 
David meeting of Eisenhower and Khrushchev and then a U-2 incident; 
a nuclear test ban treaty and a Cuban missile crisis; a resumption 
of limited commercial relations with Eastern Europe and an outbreak 
of severe hostilities in Southeast Asia. 
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In this fashion, the world has gone through crises 
after crises . We have been, I regret to say, too often on thin 
ice during this past quarter of a century. We are on thin ice 
now. I must tell you in all frankness that the situation which 
has grown out of the war in Viet Nam, in my judgment, is the most 
serious and complex with which this nation has been confronted 
since the end of World War II. In a little over two years, the 
American commitment of manpower has had to be raised from 45,000 
to over 450,000 . Thirteen thousand young Americans have died in 
Viet Nam and our total casualties now surpass 100,000 . 
What has happened so far, moreover, may well be 
only prelude, unless the war can be brought to an honorable con-
elusion in the near future . As it is now, there lies ahead only 
the prospect of a deepening involvement and a further expansion 
of the conflict in Southeast Asia and, perhaps, a direct confronta-
tion with Communist China. Even now our planes which fly over 
North Viet Nam bomb less than 30 seconds away from the Chinese 
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border and two have been shot down over the Chinese mainland 
during the past few months. 
In these circumstances, to make light of the danger 
of war with China would be the height of irresponsibility. To do 
so, in my judgment, would be to play games with the security of 
this nation and, perhaps, with the very survival of civilization. 
It has been said that foreign relations has been 
one of the loves of my life. I am not certain that love is the 
accurate word in view of the gloom with which I have just sur-
rounded the subject. I do know, however, that the changes of the 
past quarter of a century have made it necessary for all citizens 
and, certainly, Members of the Senate to school themselves deeply 
in the circumstances and problems of international l i fe . 
The foreign policies of the nation affect in a 
ve~y direct sense all Americans wherever they live . If there is 
any doubt about it, note that well over half the budget of the 
Federal Government-which is covered by your taxes- - is consigned 
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to defense expenditures. This year, the cost of military opera-
tions in Viet Nam alone will run between $25 and $30 billion and 
military outlays as a whole will be well in excess of $70 billion. 
!n a very real sense, therefore, the great burden 
of federal expenditures originates in breakdowns of international 
peace and in the inability of the nations of the world to build a 
reliable structure of internatio~al order and security. In that 
sense, therefore, the study of foreign policy i~ not so much a 
love as it is ~n imperative. As a Senator of Montana, it is a 
responsibility which I owe to this State and to the nation. 
I would not wish to leave the impression that, as 
viewed from Washington, the past twenty-five years have been 
uniformly grim and gray~ On the contrary, we have been parti-
pants--all of us--in the marve1s which have been wrought by modern 
education, science and technology in these years of our times. 
When I was first elected to Congress the nation was producing 
goods and services at the then astounding rate of $158 billion 
a year. The current output is at an estimated $780 billion. All 
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sectors of the economy and every geographic region of the country 
have benefitted to some degree from the scientific and technolo-
gical progress and the immense economic dynamism of the Un j.ted 
States during the past quarter of a century. 
That includes Montana. In fact, Montana is a good 
case in point. Great ribbons of modern highways now crlss- cross 
the State. I have already mentioned the dams built and building 
to curb the headlong rush of Montana's water to the sea. Hundreds 
of smaller projects aid in this task and also serve to transform 
once arid lands into productive oases. Power lines, both private 
and co-operative, cover the State in an ever growing network. 
Airports dot the landscape. Magnificent federal and State parks 
put the highway and airport systems to the test by attracting an 
ever-growing number of tourists. An enormous increase in class-
rooms and an expanded uni versity complex reflect the addition of 
150,000 persons to the State's population as well as a national 
determination to improve the quality and availability of educati on 
for young people. 
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In these ways and others, the progress which has 
been made arises from a creative federal - state- local partnership 
and both public and private initiatives. That is another way of 
emphasizing that in addition to being citizens of Montana or 
Pennsylvania or Alaska, we are also--all of us--Americans linked 
in a common national effort and a common national destiny . If I 
have learned anything in my associations in Washington with 
people from all parts of the country, it is that "we are all in 
this together . " 
It would be my hope that we will bear in mind this 
essential unity as we move towards the last quarter of the 20th 
Century. The future of Montana can be found only in a nation with 
a future, even as the nation's future requires a world with a 
future. 
As Montanans we have unique State problems and 
unique State assets. They have to do in great part \'lith the con-
with 
servation of our human endowment no 1 ess than /the wise usage of 
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our natural endowment. I refer to the tendency of too many of 
Montana 's young people to go away and to build their lives outside 
the State . Our great task in the years ahead will be to open 
within Montana new frontiers of opportunity for young men and 
women--in education, in science and technology, in industry and 
in every aspect of modern interest and endeavor . We want and we 
need our young people here . 
As Americans as well as Montanans we also have a 
responsibility to contribute to the fullest extent possible to 
the solution of the problems which are crowding in upon the rapidly 
growing and urbanizing population elsewhere in the nation . Montana' 
sparse population has spared us many of these difficulties at 
least for the present. We are not exempt, however, from a share 
of national responsibility, under the Constitution, for a contri-
bution to the resolution of these difficulties . 
Similarly, we have a responsibility to make felt 
in the foreign policies of this nation what I described as "the 
sense of Montana . " Let me make clear, therefore, that as long 
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as the people of this State ask me to represent them in the 
Senate , A· I intend to go on working in every appropriate way 
in cooperation and in the independent responsibilities of my 
office for an end to the war in Viet Nam in an honorable peace . 
I intend to make whatever contribution I can to the lifting of 
the fear of a cosmic world conflict in order that the immense 
energies and resources, which are now paid in tribute to that 
fear, may be redirected one day to the constructive works of a 
nation at peace in a world at peace. 
That is the fundamental task which confronts this 
nation as it does all nations. Indeed, it gives special meaning 
the 
to the purpose for which we are gathered tonight, because/ lee-
ture series on international relations which is projected can 
open new channels of understanding between the people of this 
State and our neighbors on this globe. 
I need not tell you that the realization that these 
lectures will be taking place in my name has given me, if I may 
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use the words, my finest hour. To be able to share it with you 
tonight fills my heart to the full. It is far more than I ever 
expected when I w.ent to Washington to represent Montana in the 
Congress a quarter of a century ago. It is far more than I deserve. 
Indeed, I should like this honor to go where it is 
most due--to the woman who set out with me from Butte so long ago 
and who has remained a wise counsellor and steadfast inspiration 
through all these years. Without her, I would not be in the 
Congress of the United States. Indeed, I should not have reached 
the University of Montana or for that matter ever receive a high 
school certifi cate. A more appropriate title for the lecture 
series, indeed, would be "The Maureen and Mike Mansfield Lectures. 11 
I would like also to rei terate an earlier suggestion 
to the sponsors of this enterpri se. If i t is appropriate, in 
their judgment, I believe a modest maxi mum should be established 
for the capital of the Fund for the lectures on internat~onal 
affairs. If any additional monies should become available beyond 
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that maximum, I should like to see the excess go into scholar-
ship aid at the undergraduat e or graduate level for the children 
of Montana's--and the nation's-- first Americans who have not 
always had benefit in equal measure with the rest of us from 
Montana's development and the nation's progress. I refer to my 
friends and brothers- -the Northern Cheyennes , the Crows, the 
Flatheads , the Assiniboines , the Blackfeet, the Chippewa- Crees, 
the Landless and all the others who live in Montana . 
I suggest this procedure because the lecture series 
by its very nature turns our attention to the world beyond our 
borders and to the promise of a fruitful future for Montanans and 
all Americans in a world with a future. It is good that our atten-
tion is so directed provided we are also prepared to look inward 
and backward and so, remember what it is that we are building upon 
and that progress has its price . In that way we may be able to 
fill some of the gaps and heal some of the wounds which have been 
opened in the process of arriving at where we are . In that way, 
we shall better tie the past into the present and open wider the 
horizons of the futur e . 
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PUERTO RIC01 THE UNITED STATES, AND THE WORLD SCENE 
Ladies and gentlemen, I cannot begin to express my pleasure 
at being with you 1n Puerto Rico and my gratitude for the warmth of 
your welcome. I have been here only a sh0rt time but it is already 
evident that the climate is hospitable, the foliage luxuriant and the 
beaches delightful. In contrast, the nights are chi lly in Washington 
and even the days. The leaves are going. The landscape is becoming 
bleak. The ch ll of wint er is already felt ••• especially in a Congress 
which is still confronted with a tax bill. 
To come to Puerto Rico, however, is to forget about taxes ••• 
and in that and many other ways to brighten the outlook. It was not 
always so. Those of you who are as old as I am remember another time. 
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Not too many years ago, PUerto Rico was a neglected and poverty-
stricken land. It was a land in wh jch the vital fires had almost 
gone out. 
It is easy enough to ~orget the p~st in the ambiance of the 
present. Yet it is wise not to forget it entirely. It is better to 
remember something of how it was in order to see more clearly how it 
is and how it should be. 
Puerto Rico has found in these years of our times the source 
ot an extraordinary rebirth. Even a brief exposure, such as I have had, 
underscores what observers and journalists have been reporting for the 
past tew years. The progress o~ Puerto Rico has drawn the admiration 
and respect of people o f the States. It has also at~racted the atten-
tion ot the entire world. 
What has unfolded here is, indeed, a great achi evement. It 
ia an achievement whi ch can be expressed statistically in G.N.P.'s, 
in l i fe expectancies, in income figures, in investment expansion and 
by many other mathematical indicators. It is expressed, perhaps, more 
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simply 1n that people from all over the world no longer bypass thi s 
island but rather seek out its loveliness. It is expressed more pro-
foundly, perhaps, in that it is to thi s island-home that Pablo Casals 
has chosen to bring h :i.s heart and his music. 
The magnificent transformation of Puerto Rico owes its origin 
to the genius of the leadershi p and the dedication of the people of the 
Commonwealth and to the enlightened and coordinated actions of Washing-
ton. For some years now there has been a strong disposit ion 1n the 
Uni ted States and in Puerto Rico to cooperate in the adjust~nent of the 
constituti.onal relat ionship and to support the bold eccnomic init1ativas 
which have had to be taken here in order to induce the rapid develop-
ment of the island. I would hope and expect that thi s sort of coopera-
tion wil l continue to characterize the association in the years ahead. 
That is as it should be because the creation of the Common-
wealth relationship has yielded great benefits for both Puerto Rico 
and the Uni ted States. The Commonwealth is a unique legal concept, 
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combining as it does eelf-government in local affairs with free associa-
tion with the United States and coordinate citizenship. In Puerto 
Rico, the Commonwealth idea has been a stimulus not only to economic 
self-help but to a cul tural revival whi ch h~s created here one of the 
great cosmopolitan centers of the Western Hemisphere. For the United 
States the success o f the Commonwealth has brought relief from an 
expensive and, at t~es, embarrassing enmeshment in outmoded colonial 
practices. In both places, the Commonwealth concept has meant great 
material gain in place of serious material drain. The concept, in 
short, has worked for 15 years; it has worked well; it has worked for 
both sides . 
I suppose that the tendency to want to let good enough alone 
applies to the Commonwealth system. Insofar as I am aware, that is 
the present inclination in Washington. That many Puerto Ricans are 
similarly disposed would appear to be indicated by the recent plebiscite. 
Nevertheless, I know that there are differences of outlook here with 
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respect to the fUture of the u. s.-Puerto Rican relati onship. I know 
that there are those who believe that the l ast chapter 1n the associa-
t i on has yet to be written. 
Certainly, I would not wish to leave the impression that I 
think the doors to further change have been closed. I would suggest, 
however, that the important considerati on in any turther evolution in the 
u.s.-Puerto Rican relati onship should continue to be, as it has been 
in the recent past, the satisfaction of the range of needs of the 
people of thi s island--spiritual as well as material--and that it 
should rest on substantial popular consent and clear mutual benefit. 
In thi s connection, I think we should not hesitate to acknow-
ledge that the excellent relati onship whi ch now exists did not arise 
out of thin air. There was a time, as you know, when there was neither 
mutual respect nor trust but rather a high degree ot mutual ignorance 
and suspicion. There was a ttme when the needs of the people o~ thi s 
island were seriously neglected. There was a t~e when indifferences 
and exploitation marked the relationship with the states. 
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That is in the past. For many years now we have gone rorward 
together in the elaboration or the Commonwealth relat 1onship and in 
the stea~ solution of the specific problems to whi ch it has given 
rise. We have done so 1n a manner whl ch is consonant with the interests 
of both parties and which has had substantial popular consent . In this 
process we have come t o learn. I think. that whatever the differences 
in cultural tradition. we do share basic human values and aspirations . 
From thi s awareness has grown at last the mutual acceptance whi ch is 
the key to the errectiveness of the relationship. 
I can remember a ttme. if you wil l forgive a personal note. 
when Luia Munoz-Marin was a lonely man 1n Washington. For some years 
now, however. his voice has been recognized as an authentic sou ··ce of 
leadershi p. not only in the Commonwealth relati onship but in the solu-
tion of the problems of the U. s. relationship with all of Latin 
America. OUt of the ranks of his colleagues, moreover, have come 
distinguished and dedicated men. whose significance has gone beyond 
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the shores of Puerto Rico. They are men who gav~ much ot themselves 
for the progress of th · s island. They are men ~ho have made great 
contri butions to the peace and well-being of the Americas. There 
comes to mind, tor exampl e, an Arturo Morales-Carrion, and, among 
other thi ngs, his contributions to international order by his work 
in the Department of State and the Organization of the American States ; 
a Teodoro Moscoso and hi s sparkplug contributions to economic develop-
ment throughout Latin America under the Alliance for Progress. 
I wish that the kind of collaborat i on that characterizes 
the u.s.-Puerto Rican relati onship were in evidence elsewhere in the 
world. I regret to say, however, that a high degree of tension and 
violence is still the order of the day in internat· onal relat ions. 
There is l tttle predisposition to the kind of persuasion, rationality, 
and pragmatism wh"ch eventually yielded the cooperation that underlies 
the Commonwealth. 
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The Middle East remains an inferno that amolders , erupts, 
and smolders again but does not finally subside. At this juncture 
neither side has shown much disposition to negotiate on a bilateral 
basis or to use 1n good faith the facilities of the U. N. Without 
negotiati ons, there can be no compromise . And unless there is com-
promise there will be no durable peace or reliable progress in that 
critical region. 
If we turn to Africa, where there was bright hope not long 
ago, there is only a rending of an old stability without the emergence 
yet of a new order . Nigeria is perhaps the most pertinent case in 
point . It is Africa's most populous nation and one of its richest 
in resources . At one t~e it seemed to offer great prospect of an 
orderly transition to a stable and progressive independence. Now 
Nigeria is split by secession; its promise of rapid development has 
been undermined by the intransigent confrontation of armed facti ons . 
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The example is multiplied many ttmes over in Africa, whi ch, 
like other parts of the world, has been caught up in a reckless 1nfatua-
tion with violence. Indeed, closer to home, we find types of violent 
intransigence in the great continent to the South. Whether it is the 
repressive intransigence of an entrenched privilege or the militant 
intransigence of revolutionary disciplines, both tend to a violence 
which blocks the emergence of more responsive and responsible societies. 
From the point of view of the United States and the world, 
however, the most serious violence !a that whi ch confronts us--indeed, 
in which we are plunged--in Asia. In that continent we are up against 
the hnrd fact of Viet Nam. It is, in my judgment, the most serious 
situation whi ch has confronted the Un ted States and the world since 
World War II. 
I do not hesitate to discuss the question of Viet Ham in 
Puerto Rico. 7 a aP ' housands of PUerto Ricans have fought in Viet 
Bam or will have fought 1n Viet Nam before thi s war is over. The sons 
of the Commonwealth who serve 1n Viet Nam together with the sons of 
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the fifty states have linked us inseparably in this matter. We are 
as one 1n the tragedy of a grim and brutal war. We are as one in 
the personal grief which it has brought. We are as one in the recog-
nition that the men who are in Viet Nam are there i n pursuit of policies 
whi ch they dtd not make, but they are men who are carrying resp nsi-
bilit.l.es on behalf of us all. They deserve the best . They have 
received and they will continue to receive the best of whi ch we are 
capable. On that point there is unity and there wil l be unity. 
The question of how or why we became involved in Viet Nam 
is now moot . The fact is that we are involved. We are involved wi th 
over half a million men, and we are not going to extricate ourselves 
easily or quj ckly. The questions whi ch confront us, the questions 
wh ch we must examine and re- examine are how the conflict can be 
prevented from spreading and how it can be brought by negotiat~ ons, as 
soon as possible, to an honorable conclusion. Every day adds to the 
pain of the war and to the dangers of its spread. Already our casual-
ties are well over 1001 000. Already our planes have bombed less than 
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half a minute from the Chinese border and two have even been shot 
down within China proper. 
\fuatever the merits of our involvement in Viet Nam, the 
continuance of this conflict in its present pattern has produced 
serious repercussions 1n the world and it has fostered deep and 
dangerous divisions at home. It serves no useful purpose to blink 
at that fact in the name of unity. A unity that is surface-deep will 
tmpress no one except ourselves. And, in that respect, it is likely 
to be as misleadingly dangerous as a beauty that is s~n-deep. 
The reality is that, abroad, there is only 11mited under-
standing of this war in Viet Nam and little support for its continu-
ance. That is 1n sharp contrast to the situat on in World War II and 
even the Korean conflict. The war in Viet Namhas, in fact, stimulated 
divisions between us and nations of Western Europe which are by tra-
dition and practice otherwise very close to us. Incofar as Eastern 
Europe 1s concerned, the tentative policy of building bridges to that 
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region whi ch for ~ time held a measure o~ promise has suffered a 
severe setback. It is, in fact, just about dead for the duration 
on both sides. 
our capacity to m~1ntain far-flung defense and other commit-
menta elsewhere in the world has been severely strained by the voraci-
ous demands of Viet Nam for both manpower and resources. It ought 
not to be surprising, therefore, that there is going to be very sub-
stantiel retrenchment this year 1n foreign aid ; indeed, the conti nuance 
of the war in Viet Nam may be expected to require s imilar retrenchment 
in defense commitments elsewhere abroad as time goes on. 
The V1etnameee conflict ha s complicated every domestic 
problem with wh'ch the nati on is confronted. It has deflected concern 
as well as fUnds nnd ak11ls from the effort to meet the problems of 
the cities, of education, housing, and whatever. It is the key factor 
in the 1nflnt ·onary pressures which, for some months, h ave exi sted in 
the u. s. economy and it is bound to intensify dif ficulties 1n the 
balance of payments. It is the chief reason for the need of a tax 
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increase. It is involved in the current wage-price squeeze. It is 
-the prtmar.y cause o~ the de~icit in the federal budget whi ch, it is 
anticipated, will be 1n the range of $25 or $30 billion, an amount 
which Just about equals the estimated cost of the war for a year. 
Even more serious, Viet Nam is contributing to an atmosphere 
o~ personal hostility and antagonism at home whtch is as deplorable 
as it is disturbing. The right of dissent and its expression by 
peaceful assembly and petition is fundamental to our constitutional 
structure. As such, it must have every reasonable protection. 
Nevertheless, the right is seriously abused and it could be damaged 
i n the heat of emotional reactions to Viet Nam. The right is abused, 
for example, when peaceful protest becomes the occasion for vile 
expressions o~ hatred towards the President and his family, ~or 
spitting at soldiers, for displays of disrespect for all law enforce-
ment, and ~or street brawling. 
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These adverse consequences and many others--most serious 
of all the war-induced loss of tens of thousands of lives and damage 
to hundreds of thousands of others--American and Vietnamese--urges 
upon us every effort to bring the war to an honorable close. The 
President wants the war ended as soon as possible by negotiati ons 
and I know of no Member of Congress--regardless of differing views--
who feels any differently. Both, in this connection, I believe, are 
expressing the most profound desire of the people of the nation. That 
is why many ideas for the restorati on of peace have been advanced in 
the Congress and elsewhere. That is why many avenues have been explored 
by the President. It is regrettable that the path wh ch leads to 
settlement has yet to be found. Nevertheless, the search wi.ll go on. 
Indeed, it must go on even as the war goes on. One can only hope that 
the former yields an entry to peace before the latter goes beyond the 
potnt of no return. 
The concern tor the prompt restoration of peace has led me 
and more than half the Membership of the Senate--59 Members, to be 
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exact--to sponsor a resolution in the Senate calli ng for a tr.y at 
using the united Nations in an effort to find a solution of this 
conflict at the negotiating table. The President's Ambassador at 
the United Nations, Arthur s. Goldberg, endorsed this resolution in 
his appearance just last Thursday before the Senate Forelgn Relations 
Committee and there is every reason to hope for its prompt enactment. 
I am frank to say that I do not expect any miracles if 
consi deration or the Vietnamese question is initiated at the U. N. 
It is my hope, however, that the matter would, at least, be discussed 
before the Security Council. It is my fUrther hope that all those 
directly and indirectly involved--and that includes Peking, Hanoi, 
and the Nati onal Liberation Front as well as others--would be invited 
to participate in a face-to-face confrontation. In that way, perhaps--
in the juxtaposition of the conflicting views--there may be at last 
some s11~1t opening of the door to peace. The u. N. might well be at 
the beg1nn1ng of the road to solution in Viet Nam even if, at the end, 
a settlement is reached in another place. 
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Whatever its limitations (and we should be frank to recog-
nize them and not expect miracles), the u. N. does have a rrespons1-
b1lity to race up to the breakdown of peace in Viet Nam. The member 
nati ons have so far dodged this responsibility. They have evaded it 
in spite of the fact that over 100 have expressed their concern with 
Viet Nam 1n statements before the General Assembly. They have ignored 
it in spite of the fact that fifty nations have seen fit to comment 
critically on the policy of bombing North Viet Nam. It seems to me 
that t e has come for the U. N. to try to put these expressions of 
concern into responsible action to end the war. Unless this effort 
is made the words of concern are drained of meaning and the United 
Nations, as an organization, is reduced to irrelevance. Procedures 
for the restorati on of peace are provided ~or in the U. N. Ch~rter. 
They have not been tried. ~ey should be tried before there sets in 
a hopeless resignat·on to the indefinite conti nuance of the conflict. 
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To take the Vietnamese issue to the U. K. # in my Judgment# 
can only help both the Uni t ed Nations and the Uni t ed States . on the 
one hand. a U. s. initiative would be a visible act o~ ~aith in peaceful 
procedures and an evidence of support of the U. N. 's obligation to make 
a responsible contributi on to the settlement of the confl i ct . An 
initi ative would help us. too. by placing before the world body a 
tangible earnest of this country's wil l i ngness to back its words of 
peace wi th acts of peace. At the very least. votes 1n the u. N. 
Securi ty Co~cil can make clear to the world who is prepared and who 
is not prepared now to enter on the road to an honorable settlement 
of the conflict by negotiat i ons . 
There can be no escape from the prtmary responsibility o~ 
trying to bring the war in Viet Nam to a close . For all of us, for 
the Uni t ed States. for the Vietnamese. and for the rest of the world• 
Vie t Nam will either be the first order of international business or 
i t may well be the last. 
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.. Given before the SubcOIJIIlittee on Library and Memor1als ot 
- ·: the House Administration Coarait tee November l4, l96'7 
In the last Congress, the distiDgu.ished l.fi.Dority Leader 
(Mr. Dirksen) and several other Senators Joined with me in sponsoring a 
Joint resolution which was designed to provide adequate supervision ot the 
works ot art and the antiquities or the Capitol. This resolution passed 
the Senate by unanimous vote, as bad a similar measure in the preceding 
Congress. In neither case, nowever, was the pro})Osal acted upon in the 
House ot Representatives. 
There has been a grati:fyioa upsurse ot interest in recent years 
1D. the preservation of the memorabilia of America • a history as a source 
ot continuing national inspiration. There comes to mind, ot course, the 
work ot Mrs. Kennedy and Mrs. Johnson in the home of the Presidents, the 
Uhite House, which has provided considerable iq>etus for thia growing 
interest. 
'I'bere has not been, I regret to say, a a1m1Jar solicitude for 
the historic contents of the home of the Congress, the Capitol. Yet this 
edifice is a great storehouse of furniture, paintinss, statues, and other 
obJects of art and antiquity. Tbe Capi tol• s col.lection dates back to tbe 
earliest days ot the Republic, 1DUCh of it is irreplac•ble, and the whole 
is of incalculable value. 
A• ha.e happened in state capitala, it is probabl e that there 
has alrea4y been, over tbe decades, considerable loss 1n this great 
collection. That is to be expected when it is realized bow l.oose aad 
scattered are i;Jle arrangements tor ita supervision. Various officers and 
\ 
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coramittees ot the Congress share these reapons1bU1t1es UDder pr~t1ces 
which have grown up over the decades and Without all¥ particular rhyme or 
reason. At this point we do not even know \lbat there is, were it is, or 
what it is worth because there is no central source of supervision. 
I sometimes wonder vhen we w1ll make the discovery of the need 
for more satisfactory arraugements tor tbe preservation of this collection. 
Will it take a catastrophic event to act as a ca~stt I do not suppose 
that the Potomac ia about to overflov its banks aDd flDod the Halls ot 
consrees but there does come to 111Dd the devaatatins floods 1n Italy last 
y-.r which resulted in irreparable damage., particular~ in Fl.orer:lce, to 
priceless obJects ot art and antiquity. We ought not to require sane 
such calam1t7 in order to bring oursel.ves to take adequate steps to 
conserve tbe treasures of the Capi·tol. I hope that we Will not wait 
untU we fiDd ourselves in a position of beiog able to do too 11 ttle 
because 1t is already too late. 
I believe that there is a clear and compel.ling need for legis-
lation now which vou.l4 proVide tor the integrated safeguarding and disp~ 
of the Capitol ' a art and antiquities. It should seem iocredible to the 
American people and to the Congress that this institution not~ has no 
central authority to care for its art obJects, but 1t doesn ' t even know 
the extent of 1 ts possessions. The first task of the proposed COIIIDiss1on 
would be to conduct a thorougb inventory. Then it vould restore and protect 
theae priceless obJects which have accrued to the Capitol aince Colonial 
timea. The urgency of this Deed wu drau.tized last Dec•ber with the 
wanton slaahin8 ot tour historic paintings on the House side of the Capitol. 
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I am bapet'ul that the Houae v1ll. have the tiM to give the 
matter the careful consideration which it deservu ao4 tbat tbe preaa1Dg 
desirabUity of taking this actiOn v1ll be interpreted into e:t£ect1ve 
legislation during tbe current session. 
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